Poncho Size  1 to 3 years
Materials you will Need:
- 1.5 yards cuddle fleece in the example I used Mar Bella Ibiza Fresa with the pocket in Barcelona Cuddle Fresa by Shannon Fabrics
- 1.5 yards satin
- Button
- Thread
- Jersey ballpoint needle
- walking foot
- scissors
- thread sewing machine

You can find the instructions here.
Confused on how to assemble the pattern? No worries! Just click here for an easy step by step video to show you how to assemble the pattern.

You might also like (Click envelope to go to):

- Fleece Fun! Baby's Boutique Pants Size: 3 months to 5T
- Fleece Fun! Bib with or without pocket Size: One size fits most babies
- Fleece Fun! Back to School Skirt Mini and Knee Length Size: 12 months to child 8
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